Permanent Opportunity
Cleaner – multiple roles available
Rate of Pay: Above National Minimum Wage
Contract:
Full or Part-time hours considered – permanent contract
Hours:
Fixed hours by season, up to 40 hours per week
Daytime working only - (including weekends & bank holidays and some early/late
hours, adjusted to meet seasonal bsuiness).
Location:
Pensthorpe Natural Park, Norfolk NR21 0LN
Do you have a passion for delivering excellent customer service, enjoy working as part of a
team and want to work in a beautiful place? We’re looking for individuals to support our
exceptional visitor experiences, working to keep our spaces sparkling clean at all times.
Having recently won three prestigious awards including Large Visitor Attraction in the East of
England, third best attraction in the UK for the Visit England Excellence Awards and the Muddy
Stilettos visitor-voted Best Family Attraction in Norfolk, we are going from strength to strength and
our cleaners play a vital role in making sure that our buildings and facilities are visitor ready.
Reporting directly to the Commercial Hub Manager, you will be responsible for delivering high
standards of hygiene and cleanliness throughout the visitor, office and business facilities of the Park,
to ensure a first class visitor experience for all of our customers.
We need someone who can start immediately and is self-managing, having worked in cleaning roles
in similar offices, shops, cafes, tourism venues before, requiring limited supervision.
The ideal candidate will be comfortable in a hands-on cleaning role, have a keen eye for detail and
have a strong teamwork ethic. You will also need to work within our health & safety procedures,
such as COSHH.
As with all of our team members, it helps if you have a passion for the outdoors and our spectacular
environment to support us in delivering our overall visitor experience.
Your Experience
You must have prior experience in a hands-on cleaning role and be physically fit and able to lift and
carry heavy cleaning equipment daily.
A flexible approach to working hours is necessary as we also have early morning events, parties
later into the evening including weekends and bank holidays.
Rate of Pay:
We pay above minimum wage and also offer a range of staff benefits, including café and retail
discount card and park access, pension contributions and access to the park to relax when you are
not working.
How to Apply
Please send a full and detailed CV to hr@pensthorpe.com along with a covering letter or email
explaining why you would best suit this role.

For further details about Pensthorpe and a copy of the full job description visit our website
www.pensthorpe.com/jobs

